ABSTRACT The cyclic bandwidth problem (CBP) was initially introduced in the context of designing ring interconnection networks and has a number of other relevant applications, such as the design of computer networks and minimization of wire lengths in VLSI layout. However, the problem is computationally challenging since it belongs to the class of NP-hard problems. Existing studies on the CBP mainly focus on theoretical issues, and there are still very few practical methods devoted to this important problem. This paper fills the gap by introducing an iterated three-phase search approach for solving the CBP effectively. The proposed algorithm relies on three complementary search components to ensure a suitable balance of search intensification and diversification, guided by an enriched evaluation function. Computational assessments on a test-suite of 113 popular benchmark instances in the literature demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. In particular, it improves on 19 best-known computational results of the current best-performing algorithm for the problem and discovers 12 new record results (updated upper bounds). The key components of the proposed algorithm are investigated to shed light on their influences over the performance of the algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Cyclic Bandwidth Problem (CBP) is a general and useful model able to formulate a number of practical applications. Initially introduced in the context of designing ring interconnection networks [1] , the CBP involves finding an arrangement on a cycle for a set V of computers with a known communication pattern, given by the graph G(V , E) to ensure that every message could be sent to its destination in at most k steps. The decision problem of the CBP is known to be N P-complete [2] . Also, it has some other important applications in VLSI design [3] , data structure representations [4] , code designs [5] and parallel computer systems [6] .
Let G(V , E) be a finite undirected graph of order n and C n a cycle graph. Given a bijection ϕ : V → V which represents an embedding (also called a labeling) of G in C n , the cyclic The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Huaqing Li. bandwidth (the cost) for G with respect to ϕ is defined as:
where |x| n = min{|x|, n − |x|}, with |x| ∈ (0, n), is called the cyclic distance, and ϕ(u) denotes the label associated to vertex u. The cyclic bandwidth Cb(u, ϕ) for a particular vertex u, with set of adjacent vertices |A(u)| = deg (u) , under the embedding ϕ can be computed as follows:
Cb(u, ϕ) = max v∈A (u) {|ϕ(u) − ϕ(v)| n }.
The main objective of the CBP is thus to find an embedding ϕ * such that Cb(G, ϕ * ) is minimized:
where represents the set of all possible embeddings. The embedding ϕ * satisfying this condition is called an optimal or exact embedding of the given graph. Table of cyclic distances for all the edges of graph G depicted in Fig. 1 .
FIGURE 1.
An illustrative example of graph G of order n = 10 where the vertices are named from a to j and a labeling is represented by the red numbers from 1 to 10.
FIGURE 2.
The graph G of Fig. 1 with its vertices a to j reordered clockwise on a cycle according to the label numbers 1 to 10 (in red). Fig. 1 shows a graph with ten vertices (n = 10) named from a to j with an embedding or vertex labeling indicated in red from 1 to 10. In Fig. 2 , the vertices of G are reordered clockwise on a cycle according to the label numbers (in red). So for each edge (u, v) ∈ E, it is easy to calculate the labels ϕ(u) and ϕ(v) to get the absolute distance |x| and the cyclic distance |x| n (see Table 1 ). For instance, the edge x = (f , g) (in blue) has an absolute distance |x| = 7 (i.e., the number of vertices from f to reach g in a clockwise direction in the cycle) while its cyclic distance |x| n equals 3 (min{7, 10 − 7}, which is also the number of vertices from f to reach g in a counterclockwise direction). According to (1) , the cyclic bandwidth Cb(G, ϕ) of this graph is the maximum value among all the |x| n , i.e., Cb(G, ϕ) = 4 which concerns the edge x = (a, b) of Fig. 2 
indicated in red.
Until now, the majority of the existing studies concern either special graphs whose exact cyclic bandwidths can be determined theoretically or propositions to define lower and upper bounds of a general graph. For instance, in [7] , it was shown that for every unit interval graph, there exists a simultaneously optimal labeling for several labeling problems including the CBP. The study of [6] established the relationships between the bandwidth B P (G) and the cyclic bandwidth Cb(G): B P (G) ≥ Cb(G) ≥ 1 2 B P (G). Following this result, studies of [8] - [10] identified the criterion conditions for two extreme cases B P (G) = Cb(G) and 1 2 B P (G) = Cb(G), and further obtained some exact values for special graphs including trees, planar graphs, triangulation meshes, grids with specific characteristics and some other graphs with particular conditions.
In [11] , a systematic method was proposed to achieve a number of lower bounds for the bandwidth of a graph, which is then used to obtain lower bounds for the CBP in terms of some distance-and degree-related parameters.
The work of [12] was devoted to the upper bound of the cyclic bandwidth of a general graph with an edge added. By exploring the property that the cyclic distance between any pair of adjacent vertices will not be affected by shifting all vertices in the cyclic order the same distance, a sharp upper bound was obtained.
The study of [13] used the semi-definite programming (SDP) relaxations of the quadratic assignment problem to propose two new lower bounds on the bandwidth and cyclic bandwidth, which are shown to be better than two other previous SDP bounds.
In addition to these theoretical results, little effort has been made to develop practical solution methods for the CBP. To our knowledge, there are only three published algorithms on solving the CBP. In [14] , a branch and bound algorithm was proposed that can solve some standard instances (like path, mesh and cycle) of small sizes limited to 40 vertices. To handle larger instances, a heuristic algorithm based on the tabu search metaheuristic (named TScb) was presented in [15] . The authors also adapted a highly effective simulated annealing designed for the related Bandwidth Minimization Problem (BMP) [16] to the cyclic bandwidth problem. Their experimental assessment on a set of benchmark instances demonstrated the superiority of TScb over the simulated annealing algorithm. As a result, TScb can be considered as the state-of-the-art algorithm for the CBP and will serve as the main reference for our computational study.
Our literature review indicates that contrary to the BMP, for which various solution methods have been proposed (e.g., [17] - [20] ), effective algorithms dedicated to the CBP remains scarce. To enrich the practical solution arsenal for this important optimization problem, we introduce in this work an iterated three-phase search algorithm (ITPS) for solving the CBP. The algorithm is characterized by the following features. First, the algorithm is composed of three key search components: a double neighbor decent phase to find a local optimal solution, a responsive threshold-based search phase to explore the nearby regions for the purpose of discovering better solutions and a special perturbation phase to displace the search to a new and distant region. The algorithm also integrates an extended evaluation function which enriches the optimization objective by additional information. This function is used to discriminate many solutions with the same cyclic bandwidth and provides a relevant means for guiding the search process.
We assess the proposed algorithm on a set of 113 wellknown benchmark instances taken from the literature. This set of instances includes 85 standard graphs (e.g., paths, cycles, caterpillars, etc) and 28 Harwell-Boeing graphs which arise from diverse engineering and scientific real-world problems. The comparisons with the results produced by the state-of-the-art reference method show the competitiveness of our algorithm. For the set of 85 standard graphs, our algorithm improves on 19 best computational (upper) bounds and matches 60 best-known computational results from the literature. For the set of 28 Harwell-Boeing graphs, our algorithm discovers new record results (updated upper bounds) for 12 graphs and matches the best-known results for 15 other graphs.
The remainder of this manuscript is organized as follows: Section II first introduces the main scheme of the proposed algorithm. Then, the implementation details of the neighbor-based decent procedure as well as the responsive threshold-based search method are presented. In Section III a set of computational experiments is presented. They are devoted to determine the best input parameter values for the ITPS algorithm and to compare its performance with respect to the reference algorithm in the literature, TScb [15] . Section IV experimentally investigates the extent to which key components of the ITPS algorithm can influence its global performance. Finally, the main conclusions drawn from this work, and some future work ideas are discussed in Section V.
II. ITERATED THREE-PHASE SEARCH FOR THE CBP
A. MAIN SCHEME The proposed ITPS algorithm was inspired by the threephase approach presented in [21] . Even if the work of [21] concerns a particular optimization problem (i.e., the quadratic minimum spanning tree problem), the approach is of general interest and has been applied to other problems such as clique partitioning [22] . In this work, we adapted this threephase approach to the CBP by reusing its general framework and making dedicated adaptations to deal with the particular features of our considered problem.
Let G = (V , E) be a graph of order |V | = n and a cycle graph C n = (V , E ), the search space considered by our ITPS algorithm is composed of all candidate embeddings (labellings or solutions) of G in C n , ϕ : V → V . In our implementation, an embedding ϕ is represented by a permutation of {1, 2, . . . , n} such that the i-th element denotes the label assigned to vertex i ∈ V . To effectively explore the space , ITPS combines a double neighborhood descent search, a responsive threshold-based search as well as a specific perturbation. To cope with the difficulty of discriminating many equal-cost candidate solutions, ITPS integrates an extended evaluation function using graph structure information. 
NonImp ← NonImp + 1 11: end while 12: ϕ ← Purturbation(ϕ) // Section II-E 13: end while 14: return ϕ * The pseudo-code of the ITPS algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1. It starts with a randomly generated solution ϕ. Then the algorithm enters the main 'while' loop (lines 5-13), Alg. 1) to explore solutions of increasing quality in terms of the extended evaluation function f e . At each iteration, the descent search (first phase, Section II-C) is first run to find a local optimal solution using two neighborhoods N 1 and N 2 (line 8, Alg. 1). This phase is followed by the responsive threshold-based search (second phase, Section II-D) to discover additional local optima of better quality from the incumbent solution (line 9, Alg. 1). These two phases are repeated δ times. At this point, the search is judged to be trapped in a deep local optimum. To overcome the trap, the perturbation procedure (third phase, Section II-E) is triggered to strongly transform the incumbent solution (line 12, Alg. 1). The search then goes back to the first phase with the perturbed solution as its new starting solution. During the search, each time a solution better than the previous best recorded solution is found, ϕ * is updated. The whole search process stops when a given cutoff time limit (T max ) is reached. As the output of the algorithm, the best recorded solution ϕ * is returned.
B. EXTENDED EVALUATION FUNCTION
A notable feature of the CBP is that many solutions may have the same objective value. This is because there are (n − 1)!/2 possible solutions while there are only n/2 different possible objective values, see equation (1) . From the local optimization perspective, it is critical to discriminate the solutions with the same objective value. For this purpose, we devise an extended evaluation function f e as follows.
Let ϕ ∈ be a candidate solution with cyclic bandwidth cost Cb(G, ϕ). Let NumE (Cb(G, ϕ) ) represent the number of edges whose cyclic bandwidth equals Cb(G, ϕ):
where
Then, the extended evaluation function f e is given by:
As we show below, this evaluation function is able to distinguish the solutions that under the conventional evaluation function presented in (1) have the same objective value. An analysis of the influence of the new evaluation function f e is provided in Section IV-A. Figure 3 shows an example of the extend evaluation function f e applied to two solutions with the same objective value Cb(G, ϕ) = 4. According to the extended evaluation function, f e (ϕ 1 ) = 4 + 1/13 = 4.0769, while f e (ϕ 2 ) = 4 + 4/13 = 4.3076. The embedding ϕ 1 is considered to be ''better'' than the embedding ϕ 2 . This is reasonable, because one notices, from Fig. 3(a) , that for reducing the cost value Cb(G, ϕ) of the embedding ϕ 1 it is necessary to deal with only one edge (marked in red), while for embedding ϕ 2 , depicted in Fig. 3(b) , there are four edges (marked in red) that should be considered. Thus, it is easier to operate with ϕ 1 than with ϕ 2 to reduce the cyclic bandwidth of G.
C. FIRST PHASE -DOUBLE NEIGHBORHOOD DESCENT SEARCH
To explore the given search space, we first apply the double neighborhood decent search procedure (DNDS) whose general scheme is shown in Algorithm 2. Basically, DNDS explores the two neighborhoods N 1 and N 2 defined below and iteratively replaces the incumbent solution by a neighbor solution selected from a set of candidate neighbors. At each iteration, DNDS uses either N 1 or N 2 to create the candidate list (CLst) by identifying the solutions no worse than the incumbent solution in terms of the evaluation function f e (lines 6-16, Alg. 2). A priority is always given to N 1 and N 2 is examined only if the neighbor solutions in N 1 are all worse than the incumbent solution. If the candidate list is not empty (i.e., it contains at least one improving or non-worsening neighbor solution), either one best neighbor solution, or a random neighbor solution is chosen from CLst to become the new current solution according to probability ρ best (lines 18-22, Alg. 2). Notice that given the criterion used to build CLst, the selected neighbor solution is always at least as good as the replaced solution. In case CLst contains no candidate solution, DNDS moves to the next iteration without performing a solution transition (the number of consecutive non-improving iterations is indicated by NonImpCounter, line 31, Alg. 2). During the search, the best-found solution ϕ * is updated each time a better solution is attained. The DNDS process terminates if the best-found solution ϕ * cannot be updated during L d consecutive iterations. In this case, DNDS has attained a local optimum and the ITPS algorithm switches to the responsive threshold-based search method for escaping this local optimum trap and to continue looking for new better quality solutions.
1) NEIGHBORHOODS
The two neighborhoods N 1 and N 2 explored by DNDS are defined by the general swap operator. Let ϕ be the incumbent solution, then a neighbor solution ϕ can be generated by exchanging the labels of vertices u and v with the VOLUME 7, 2019 Algorithm 2 Double Neighborhood Descent Search 1: Input: input solution ϕ, best optimum found ϕ * , neighborhoods N 1 and N 2 , evaluation function f e , maximum non-improving limit L d , and best neighbor move strategy probability ρ best 2: Output:last local optimum ϕ, best optimum found ϕ * 3: NonImpCounter ← 0 4: Improving ← True 5: while NonImpCounter < L d do 6: if Improving then 7: N ← N 1 8:
end if 11: CLst ← ∅
12:
for each ϕ ∈ N (ϕ) do 13: if f e (ϕ ) ≤ f e (ϕ) then 14: CLst ← CLst ∪ {ϕ }
15:
end if 16: end for 17: if CLst = ∅ then 18: if rand(0, 1) < ρ best then 19: ϕ ← BestSol(CLst) // With probability ρ best 20:
ϕ ← RandomSol(CLst) 22: end if
23:
Improving ← True
24:
else 25: Improving ← False
26:
end if 27: if f e (ϕ) < f e (ϕ * ) then
28:
NonImpCounter ← 0 29:
else 31: NonImpCounter ← NonImpCounter + 1 32: end if 33: end while 34: return ϕ, ϕ * operation swap (u, v) . Without any restriction, the swap operator leads to a neighborhood of size of order O(n 2 ), which is too large to be explored efficiently. Following the idea of [15] , we use two constrained neighborhoods by imposing specific conditions on the vertices that take part in a swap operation.
The first neighborhood N 1 (ϕ) is given by the set of neighbor solutions obtained by swapping a critical vertex u ∈ C(ϕ) and a specific vertex v ∈ S(u) adjacent to u:
where ϕ = ϕ ⊕ swap (u, v) denotes the neighbor solution obtained by applying swap (u, v) to transform ϕ, TL is the so-called tabu list that records the swaps that were recently performed (see Section II-C.2). The set C(ϕ) contains a group of critical vertices w ∈ V having a cyclic bandwidth Cb(w, ϕ) = Cb(G, ϕ), while S(u) ⊆ V is the set containing those vertices z currently labeled with values closer to mid(u)
The value mid(u) stands for the middle point of the shortest path in the cycle C n containing all the vertices adjacent to u [15] . The descent procedure uses this strongly constrained neighborhood N 1 (ϕ) to make an intensified exploration of candidate solutions. . It presents an embedding ϕ containing a critical vertex c ∈ C(ϕ) (marked in red), which has the label 6 assigned to it. Using its adjacent vertices A(c) = {e, j} (edge (c, e) and edge (c, j) marked in green), we identify the vertex h (having label 4) as the middle point mid(c) of the shortest path in the cycle C n containing all the vertices in A(c). Thus, all the vertices highlighted in blue (i.e., a, h and f ) are in the suitable set S(c) and are eligible to be swapped with vertex c.
For the purpose of search diversification, the descent procedure employs also a larger neighborhood N 2 (ϕ) which is specified by the following expression:
where the set R γ (u) ⊆ V contains γ * n randomly selected vertices (γ ∈ (0, 1]). Compared to N 1 (ϕ), the swap operator can exchange a critical vertex u with any other vertex in the graph, leading to a much higher freedom for a swap operation.
Since the neighbor solutions of N 2 (ϕ) are more varied, this neighborhood promotes search diversification.
Compared to swapping all pairs of labels to generate neighbor solutions, the neighborhoods N 1 (ϕ) and N 2 (ϕ) are much smaller in size. Indeed, N 1 (ϕ) contains |C(ϕ)| * |S(.)| neighbor solutions, where |S(.)| is the average number of suitable vertices for a critical vertex with respect to the current solution ϕ, while N 2 (ϕ) has |C(ϕ)| * γ * n neighbor solutions.
Our preliminary experiments indicated that for the tested instances |C(ϕ)| ≤ 0.1 * n and |S(.)| ≤ 0.1 * n hold. For this reason the value of γ was set to 0.05 or 0.1 in our experiments. As a result, each iteration of the descent procedure only considers 0.01n 2 candidate solutions, which significantly accelerates the search process.
Finally, we adopted a fast incremental technique to evaluate a neighbor solution ϕ according to the evaluation function f e . Let ϕ be an embedding obtained by swapping u and v in ϕ. Then, to obtain f e (ϕ ) from f e (ϕ), we need only to recalculate the changing part |A(u)| + |A(v)| (|A(u)| and |A(v)| represent the number of adjacent vertices to u and v, respectively). This ensures that each iteration of the algorithm requires a time complexity bounded by O((|A(u)| + |A(v)|) * n 2 ).
2) TABU LIST MANAGEMENT
Since the double neighborhood descent search only accepts non-deteriorating (i.e., improving or equal cost) neighbor solutions, it is possible that a previously visited solution is reconsidered at a later iteration, leading to search cycling. To avoid this problem, the DNDS procedure integrates a tabu list that is a key concept of the tabu search method [23] . The idea is to keep track of the performed swaps and forbid the reverse swap operations during the next τ iterations (τ is an input parameter called the tabu tenure). So when swap(u, v) is performed to transform the current solution, swap(u, v) is added in the tabu list and it is forbidden to swap vertices v and u during the period fixed by the tabu tenure. In principle, the tabu tenure can take a fixed value or can be dynamically calculated during the search. We adopt a dynamic tabu tenure technique introduced in [24] . As shown in other studies [25] , [26] , this technique proves to be robust and effective in different settings and was also used in [15] for the CBP. This technique applies a periodic step function that takes as argument the number of iterations iter for computing the tabu tenure value. The value returned by this function for a particular iteration iter is given by (a j ) j=1,2,...,15 = (1, 2, 1, 4, 1, 2, 1, 8, 1, 2, 1, 4, 1, 2, 1) × d, where d is a parameter fixing the minimum tabu tenure (set to 100 in this work) and index j is computed by j = iter mod 1500 100 + 1. Therefore, each period of this function is composed of 1500 iterations divided into 15 intervals.
3) DISCUSSIONS
Like [15] , the first phase of our ITPS algorithm is based on two neighborhoods. However, there are some notable differences. First, our neighborhood N 1 uses a set C(ϕ) of critical vertices defined by the condition Cb(w, ϕ) = Cb(G, ϕ), which is more restrictive than the condition Cb(w, ϕ) ≥ α * Cb(G, ϕ) (α is a prefixed parameter between 0 and 1) used in [15] . In this way, the set of critical vertices is reduced and each iteration needs to examine fewer candidate solutions. Second, we make a swap move after visiting all candidate solutions induced by all critical vertices in C(ϕ) while in [15] a swap move is performed after visiting the candidate solutions of only one critical vertex. The advantage of our strategy is that we could encounter a better solution at each iteration, and have less chance to miss an elite solution. Third, in [15] , the two neighborhoods are used according to a probability. In our work, N 1 is always applied with priority and N 2 is used only when N 1 is exhausted (i.e., when a local optimum is attained with N 1 ). Finally, our first phase uses the descent procedure to ensure an efficient search intensification (i.e., no worsening neighbor solution is allowed), while the algorithm of [15] uses tabu search which may accept worsening solution transitions.
D. SECOND PHASE -RESPONSIVE THRESHOLD-BASED SEARCH
As explained in Section II-C, the double neighborhood based descent search only accepts non-deteriorating neighbor solutions. As such, it can be trapped in local optima. When this happens, we trigger the second search phase and apply the responsive threshold-based search (RTBS) to escape such traps. During the second phase, both improving and deteriorating neighbor solutions can be accepted in order to favor a large exploration of the search space.
Like the double neighborhood based descent search, the responsive threshold-based search also relies on the neighborhoods N 1 and N 2 . However, RTBS adopts the threshold accepting heuristic [27] , [28] as the criterion for solution transitions. As such, a solution whose quality does not drop below a given threshold can be accepted to replace the incumbent solution. To further enforce search exploration, the two neighborhoods are considered alternatively according to a probability ρ N 1 . The general responsive threshold-based search procedure is described in Algorithm 3.
RTBS starts each iteration by calculating the responsive threshold, denoted by T (line 5, Alg. 3). Then it iteratively makes transitions from the current solution to a neighbor solution which is selected by examining the neighborhoods N 1 and N 2 . The former is applied with probability ρ N 1 , while the latter is employed at a (1 − ρ N 1 ) rate (lines 6-10, Alg. 3). This is simulated with a random number generated in the interval (0, 1). Then all neighbor solutions whose quality is no worse than the threshold T are identified to form the CLst (lines 12-16, Alg. 3). Finally, according to the probability ρ best , either a best solution or a random solution is selected from CLst (like DNDS does) and used to replace the current solution (lines 18-22, Alg. 3). best solution found ϕ * during the search is updated each time a better solution is discovered (lines 24-29, Alg. 3). If ϕ * is not updated, we increase the counter of non-improving iterations NonImpCounterT and move to the next iteration. This process stops if the best local optimum found during this run cannot be updated during L t consecutive iterations. In this case, the search is supposed to be trapped in a deep local optimum.
One key issue concerns the threshold T . Indeed, if T takes a value that is far from the current objective value (T − Cb(G, ϕ) 0), even very bad neighbor solutions can be accepted, leading to a random-like search. On the other hand, if T takes a value that is too close to the current VOLUME 7, 2019 T ← Threshold(ϕ) 6: if rand(0, 1) < ρ N 1 then 7: N ← N 1 // With probability ρ N 1 8:
N ← N 2 10:
end if
11:
CLst ← ∅
12:
for each ϕ ∈ N (ϕ) do 13: if f e (ϕ ) ≤ T then
14:
CLst ← CLst ∪ {ϕ }
15:
end if 16: end for 17: if CLst is not empty then 18: if rand(0, 1) < ρ best then 19: ϕ ← BestSol(CLst) // With probability ρ best 20:
ϕ ← RandomSol(CLst) 22: end if 23: end if 24: if f e (ϕ) < f e (ϕ * ) then
25:
NonImpCounterT ← 0 26:
else 28: NonImpCounterT ← NonImpCounterT + 1 29: end if 30: end while 31: return ϕ, ϕ * objective value (T − Cb(G, ϕ) ≈ 0), the search will behave like the descent search and can hardly escape local optimum traps. To identify a suitable threshold T , we follow the work of [29] and use a responsive mechanism to dynamically tune T according to the current objective value Cb(G, ϕ) and a threshold ratio r. Specifically, we set T as follows T = (1 + r) * Cb(G, ϕ), where r = 1/(a * Cb(G, ϕ) + b) + c. The coefficients a, b, and c were empirically fixed at 0.00891104, 0.52663736 and 0.16331589, respectively. It was carried out by solving simultaneously three equations produced with the following pairs of (Cb(G, ϕ), r) values obtained from preliminary experiments: {(2, 2), (150, 0.7), (3000, 0.2)}. As a result, the threshold T evolves according to Cb(G, ϕ) and the threshold ratio r. T tends to become small when the current solution is of high quality so that only improving or limited worsening neighbor solutions are accepted. Inversely, T tends to become large when the current solution is not so good in order to encourage more exploration.
E. THIRD PHASE -SHIFT-INSERT-BASED PERTURBATION
With its threshold accepting strategy, the responsive threshold-based search ensures a large exploration of solutions of various quality. When this second phase is exhausted, we trigger a strong perturbation to displace the search to a new and distant region of the search space. Specifically, this is achieved by applying the ShiftInsert operator to transform the current solution as follows.
Let ϕ be the current solution with cyclic bandwidth Cb(G, ϕ). Let W = {(u, v) ∈ E : |ϕ(u) − ϕ(v)| n = Cb(G, ϕ)} be the set of edges whose cyclic distance equals Cb(G, ϕ). Table 2 indicates the changes of the cyclic distances of the edges impacted by the ShiftInsert(c, e) operation.
The Shift-Insert-based perturbation has some interesting features. On the one hand, by displacing a significant number of vertices, this strategy helps to break long standing ties and forces the search to overcome deep local traps. Second, by considering edges whose cyclic distance is equal to the current cyclic bandwidth, this strategy maintains the quality of the transformed solution at a reasonable level and thus avoids searching from a lower quality solution.
When the third phase is triggered, the Shift-Insert-based perturbation is applied one time to transform the current solution. The modified solution is then used as the new starting solution of the next round of the ITPS algorithm. In Section IV-C, we investigate the usefulness of the Shift-Insert-based perturbation.
III. COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS
This section is dedicated to an experimental assessment of the proposed ITPS algorithm, the experimental setup, the testsuite, the procedure used to set the parameter values and a performance comparison between ITPS and TScb (the reference state-of-the-art method) [15] . 
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The ITPS algorithm described in the previous section was coded in the C++ programming language. 1 We have also the C source code of the TScb algorithm. 2 Thus, both algorithms were compiled with g++ version 4.4.7 using the optimization flag -O3. All the experiments presented in this work were run sequentially on the same computational platform with a CPU Intel Xeon X5650 at 2.66 GHz, 2 GB of RAM with Linux operating system. For each benchmark instance a total of 50 independent executions, using different random seeds, of the analyzed algorithms were accomplished due to their stochastic nature.
The test-suite used for the experiments presented in this work is composed of 113 topologically diverse graphs 3 previously tested in the literature [15] . It is divided into two subsets. The first one consists of 85 standard graphs from seven different families (r-dimensional hypercubes, three dimensional meshes, complete r level k-ary trees, paths, cycles, two dimensional meshes, and caterpillars). These instances have 9 to 8192 vertices and 8 to 53,248 edges. Their optimal values are known, which have been obtained theoretically as indicated in Section 4.3.1. of [15] . One notices that no existing heuristic algorithm is able to attain all the optimal values. The second subset is composed of 28 problem instances, with unknown optimal cost. These instances are from the Harwell-Boeing Sparse Matrix Collection 4 and corresponds to graphs from scientific and engineering practical problems. Most of the graphs in this subset (24 of them) were previously used by Duarte et al. [30] and Lozano et al. [31] as benchmark instances for the related antibandwidth problem [1] and employed in [15] for the first time as test instances for the cyclic bandwidth problem. The instances in the second subset have a size ranging from 9 to 715 vertices and 46 to 3,720 edges. For a detailed description of this test-suite as well as the current best known results of the benchmark instances, the reader is referred to [15] .
For the performance comparison of the analyzed algorithms we employed the criteria commonly used in the literature related with graph embedding algorithms, i.e., the best cyclic bandwidth yielded for each instance (smaller values are better) and the computation time in seconds. Following [15] , we applied two other comparison metrics. The first one is the relative root mean square error (RMSE), which is computed for each instance t in the test-suite. A smaller RMSE value (≥ 0) indicates a better performance while zero means that the algorithm achieved Cb * (t) for each of R runs. To assess the global performance of the studied algorithms, we additionally used the overall relative root mean square error (O-RMSE), which averages the RMSE values over the instances of the test-suite.
To analyze the statistical significance of the experimental data produced in this work the following procedure was systematically used. Normality of data distributions was evaluated by using the Shapiro-Wilk test. In the case of non-normal data, the nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis test was applied. In contrast, when the data follows a normal distribution the homogeneity of the variances across the samples is first verified with the Bartlett's test. Then, for homogeneous data the ANOVA parametric test is executed, whereas Welch's t test is employed in the presence of heteroskedasticity. For all these statistical tests a 0.05 significance level was considered.
B. DETERMINATION OF THE INPUT PARAMETER VALUES FOR ITPS
The proposed ITPS algorithm, like most meta-heuristic algoithms, has a number of input parameters. In general, one can tune these parameters on an instance-by-instance basis to identify the best parameter values for each considered problem instance. However, fine-tuning of parameters becomes a tedious task when one wants to solve a large number of instances (like in our case), and moreover, renders it difficult to make fair comparisons with other algorithms. For the purpose of this work, we accomplished the task of tuning parameters of the ITPS algorithm by employing the popular irace utility [32] , which is one of a number of automatized parameter tuning tools such as ParamILS [33] and GGA++ [34] . This tool uses a (small) training set of instances to determine the most suitable parameter values for the training instances. In our case, we used 20 out of the 113 benchmark instances of Section III-A for the parameter tuning task with irace (see below). Finally, we comment that the parameter values obtained by irace can be considered to define the default parameter setting of ITPS, though fine-tuning some parameters for a particular instance could enable the algorithm to achieve better results.
There are seven parameters associated with our ITPS algorithm. The first two of them (δ and T max ) are directly used by ITPS, while the other five parameters are required by the double neighborhood descent and the responsive thresholdbased search procedures (L d , ρ best , ρ N 1 , L t , and γ ). To ensure a fair comparison between our ITPS algorithm and the TScb method, the same cutoff time limit reported in [15] was adopted (i.e., T max = 600 seconds). Table 3 presents for each of the six remaining parameters considered in the tuning process its description, its type, and the values provided to configure irace.
For our tuning experiment we have selected a subset of 20 graphs from the original test-suite of 113 benchmark instances described in Section III-A. The criteria used to compose this subset was to include large and complex instances covering all graph types present in the original benchmark. We have observed, from our preliminary tuning tests, that the performance of ITPS presented some variations depending on the graph family. For this reason, we have divided the subset of 20 graphs into three groups:
• path200, path650, path825, path1000, cycle200, cycle300, cycle650, cycle1000, caterpillar29, tree2×9, mesh2D5×25, mesh2D20×50, mesh3D12×12×12
• dwt_592, can_715, can_445, 494_bus, 662_bus, 685_bus
• hypercube11 Each group of instances was then used independently for a tuning process. The maximum number of executions (i.e., maximum budget of experiments, maxExperiments) of irace was fixed to 2,000, where each one of them was limited to 600 seconds as suggested in the CBP literature [15] . The final values returned by these parameter calibration experiments, for each group of instances, are summarized in Table 4 . 
C. COMPARISON WITH THE STATE-OF-THE-ART ALGORITHM
The comparative experiments presented in this section have as main objective to assess the performance of the proposed ITPS algorithm with respect to TScb [15] , which is the current best-performing CBP reference method. These experiments were carried out using the experimental conditions presented in Section III-A, and the parameter setting determined in Section III-B.
The computational results of this experiment are summarized in Table 5 and organized according to the type of the graphs evaluated. Columns 1 and 2 present the graph type and the number of instances of that family. Then, for each compared algorithm and each graph family, we indicate the following average data: the best cyclic bandwidth cost reached (Avg. Cb best ), the computation time in seconds needed to reach its best solution (Avg. T best ), the overall relative root mean square error (O-RMSE), as well as the percentage of instances for which an algorithm attains the optima (for the standard graphs) or the best-known solutions (for the Harwell-Boeing graphs) (% Best). The last three columns list the number of instances for which our ITPS algorithm improved (I), matched (M) or failed (F) to attain the best cyclic bandwidth costs reported by TScb [15] . The detailed instance-by-instance results from this experiment are provided in Tables 9 and 10 listed in the Appendix. Table 5 shows that for 5 out of the 7 tested families of standard graphs, our ITPS algorithm produced an average best cyclic bandwidth (see column Avg. Cb best ) which is considerably lower (better) than that produced by TScb. Two exceptions are the cycle graphs and the hypercubes for which TScb was able to score a smaller average best cyclic bandwidth than ITPS (2.78% and 30.00% smaller, respectively). As these seven types of graphs have known optimal solutions, it is important to assess if the compared algorithms attain those optimal values. Comparing columns 6 and 10 (% Best) it is easy to see that ITPS found a greater percentage of optimal Cb values than TScb for the following graph types: paths, three dimensional meshes, complete r level k-ary trees, and caterpillars. For the cycle graphs, both of the compared algorithms found the same percentage of optimal solutions (73.33%). However, our ITPS algorithm was able to solve to optimality 100% of the tree and caterpillar graphs.
In contrast, TScb outperformed ITPS in this regard over the two dimensional meshes, and both algorithms failed to reach the optimal cost for any of the r-dimensional hypercubes; indicating that this type of graphs is still an open challenge for metaheuristic algorithms. The columns listing the O-RMSE values disclose that in average ITPS presents a slightly higher deviation with respect to the known optimal costs than TScb (1.56 vs. 1.27), notwithstanding ITPS showed to be more effective for finding global optimal embeddings. By inspecting the row allocated for the Harwell-Boeing graphs of Table 5 , we notice that TScb achieved an average best solution cost (Avg. Cb best ) which is 4.18% higher than that produced by ITPS (22.25 vs. 21.36) . Even though the two FIGURE 6. Performance evaluation of the best solutions found by the algorithms TScb and ITPS, over a standard test-suite of graphs. (a) Graphs with regular topologies, with respect to the known optimal solutions; the plot includes only the 22 instances whose optimal solutions were not reached by neither of the compared algorithms. (b) Harwell-Boeing instances with unknown optimal cost, with respect to the theoretical lower bounds proposed by Lin [8] .
compared algorithms attained the same number of theoretical lower bounds (i.e., % Best equals 28.57%) for this type of graphs, it is clear that TScb is the one providing the smallest O-RMSE value (2.64 vs. 3.18) , showing in average a more stable behavior. From the data generated in this experiment, it is thus possible to conclude that ITPS is certainly a very competitive approach, with respect to the state-of-the-art algorithm TScb, for solving the CBP in the case of graphs with standard topologies, and those coming from practical scientific and engineering problems. In fact, ITPS was able to establish new lower bounds for 31 instances, and to equal the best solution cost reached by TScb for other 75 graphs (see Figure 6 ). For the remaining 7 instances (6.19%) TScb still offers the bestknown results.
Finally, the statistical analysis carried out for this experiment, and presented in the last two columns of Tables 9  and 10 , allows us to verify that a statistically significant performance amelioration was achieved by ITPS with respect to TScb on 37 instances (32.74% of the graphs). Nevertheless, ITPS was significantly surpassed by TScb in 24 instances (21.24%). For the remaining 52 graphs (46.02%), a significant difference between the two compared methods could not be concluded. Furthermore, the excellent performance of ITPS was attained by consuming only a slightly higher CPU time than that expended by TScb (in average 161.37 vs. 123.95 seconds), which could be justified by the good final embeddings produced.
IV. ANALYSIS
We present additional experiments to investigate the key components of the ITPS algorithm: a) the extended evaluation function (f e ) of Section II-B, b) the responsive thresholdbased search (RTBS) method of Section II-D, and c) the ShiftInsert-based perturbation mechanism of Section II-E. For these experiments, we adopted the same subset of 20 representative graphs (14 standard topology graphs and 6 HarwellBoeing graphs) that were used for parameter tuning in Section III-B.
A. INFLUENCE OF THE EXTENDED EVALUATION FUNCTION
As we pointed out in Section II-B, the objective function of the CBP is unable to establish preferences among different potential embeddings with the same cyclic bandwidth cost. This function could leads to large plateaus in the fitness landscape [35] , [36] , on which identifying a promising search direction may become difficult for local search methods [37] , [38] . This problem could seriously compromise the search efficiency of the search algorithm. The extended evaluation function (f e ) proposed in this work was designed to cope with this delicate problem. To evaluate its impact on the ITPS global performance, we provide a comparison of ITPS with a ITPS variant, named ITPS nofe , which only employs the conventional evaluation function of the CBP. Table 6 summarizes the computational results of this comparison. Columns 1 to 3 present for each instance the name, the number of vertices (|V |) and edges (|E|). For the first 14 instances, column 4 reports the known optimal costs, whereas for the 6 remaining graphs the theoretical lower bounds are listed (Cb * ). Next, for each compared algorithm five columns are used to show: the best (Cb best ), the average (Avg. Cb) and standard deviation (Dev.) of the cyclic bandwidth cost reached over 50 independent executions, the average CPU time in seconds needed for attaining their best solutions (Avg. T best ), and the relative root mean square error (RMSE) with respect to the best-known solutions (Cb * ) indicated in column 4. The last two columns provide the results of a statistical significance analysis which was executed with the method described in Section III-A over this experimental data. The obtained p-value is presented in column 15. Cells in column 16 (SS) are marked + if a statistically significant difference in favor of ITPS is found over ITPS nofe , or − if this difference is against ITPS. Those cells with the symbol indicate that no significant difference can be detected between the analyzed algorithms for the corresponding benchmark instance.
By observing the average data presented at the bottom of Table 6 , it is possible to identify that the ITPS nofe algorithm, using only the conventional evaluation function, achieved worse values for both the best and average cyclic bandwidth costs (columns Cb best and Avg. Cb) than those of ITPS (92.85 vs. 52.90 and 101.91 vs. 77.06). On the one hand, this confirms the weak discrimination capacity furnished by the conventional evaluation function. On the other hand, it discloses the positive influence of the f e function in the global performance of ITPS, when it is employed for assessing the quality of the visited potential solutions. The results of our statistical significance analysis indicate that ITPS significantly outperformed ITPS nofe on 11 instances. However, ITPS nofe significantly surpassed ITPS in 8 graphs. It is interesting to remark that 6 of these graphs are paths and cycles of order n ≥ 650. This suggests that the proposed f e function has some trouble in discriminating potential solutions for graphs with these specific topologies, but further studies are needed to gain understanding on this behavior.
B. INFLUENCE OF THE RESPONSIVE THRESHOLD-BASED SEARCH
In our ITPS algorithm, the first phase employs a double neighborhood decent search procedure (DNDS) to explore embeddings of increasing quality until a local optimal solution is reached. To escape from the basin of attraction [36] , ITPS triggers a second phase using a responsive thresholdbased search (RTBS), which accepts neighboring solutions that are not worse than the incumbent solution by more than a given threshold (uphill moves). In this section we evaluate the effect of applying RTBS on the final outcome produced by our iterated three-phase search algorithm. To this end, we completely removed the responsive threshold-based search from our ITPS algorithm; and compared experimentally this algorithmic variant, called ITPS noth , with respect to VOLUME 7, 2019 the full ITPS method. Table 7 presents the results from this comparison, using the same column organization previously described for Table 6 .
It is clear, from Table 7 , that the inclusion of the responsive threshold-based search in the second phase of the ITPS algorithm enables ITPS to obtain for 15 out of 20 instances better average final results (smaller values in column Avg. Cb) than those produced by the ITPS noth approach, resulting in a smaller O-RMSE value (6.56 vs. 8.59). For some of the analyzed instances (e.g., mesh3D12 and hypercube11), ITPS is even able to attain improvements in the final Cb cost of two orders of magnitude with respect to that produced by ITPS noth . Furthermore, from our statistical significance analysis one observes that ITPS, including the RTBS phase, significantly outperformed ITPS noth in 14 instances. It scored significantly worse results than ITPS noth in only 4 graphs. For the path825 instance, no statistically significant difference is observed between the compared algorithms.
C. INFLUENCE OF THE SHIFT-INSERT-BASED PERTURBATION
After the conclusion of the second phase in our ITPS algorithm, a shift-insert perturbation is applied to the incumbent solution in order to move out search to a distant new region of the search space. As in the two previous sections, we assess the impact of using this shift-insert perturbation on the cost of the final solutions produced by our ITPS algorithm. We prepared an algorithm, named ITPS nosi , which excludes the shift-insert perturbation phase. It was then contrasted experimentally against the complete ITPS algorithm. The data produced in this experiment is shown in Table 8 , which has the same column headings defined for Table 6 .
As shown in Table 8 , the algorithm that removed the shiftinsert perturbation phase (ITPS nosi ) was significantly outperformed by the full ITPS version in 16 instances, leading in average to a higher O-RMSE value (9.22 vs. 6.56). It indicates that ITPS nosi presented in average a much higher deviation with respect to the best-known solutions. These observations provide a solid confirmation of the usefulness of applying the third phase, based on the shift-insert perturbation, within our ITPS algorithm.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Cyclic bandwidth minimization in graphs is a relevant model with a number of significant applications. Given its computational complexity, it is quite challenging to devise solution methods able to solve the problem effectively. In this paper, we have presented an iterated three-phase search algorithm (ITPS) for the problem. The algorithm originally integrates a double neighbor-decent phase, a threshold-based search phase and a special perturbation phase, which are guided by an enriched evaluation function. These different algorithmic components play complementary roles in terms of search intensification and diversification and together ensure a highly effective examination of the search space. This algorithm enriches the solution methods for the cyclic bandwidth problem, which currently remain scarce. We have assessed the proposed algorithm on two groups of 113 benchmark graphs from the literature including 85 standard graphs (e.g., paths, cycles, caterpillars, etc) and 28 Harwell-Boeing graphs which arise from diverse engineering and scientific real-world problems. The computational results are compared with those provided by the best reference algorithm in the literature, showing a very competitive performance. For the 85 standard graphs, the proposed algorithm is able to improve on the best computational results of the reference algorithm for 19 graphs, while matching the best computational results for 60 instances. For the 28 HarwellBoeing graphs, the proposed algorithm discovers new record results (updated upper bounds) for 12 graphs, while matching the best-known results for 15 instances.
We have performed additional experiments to shed light on the roles of the key composing ingredients of the algorithm including: the extended evaluation function, the thresholdbased search and the shift-insert-based perturbation strategy. We have shown that these components contribute positively to the performance of the algorithm.
For future work, it would be useful to study additional search strategies to better solve problem instances for which the proposed algorithm does not perform well (e.g., two dimensional meshes and r-dimensional hypercubes). It would also be useful to investigate hybrid approaches mixing population-based global search and local search. To this end, it is important to identify meaningful ''building blocks'' in solutions, which can be used to design powerful solution recombination operators. Moreover, it is worth studying other forms of extended evaluation functions to better guide the search process. Finally, there are a number of effective algorithms for other related bandwidth problems. It would be of great interest to study these algorithms with respect to the cyclic bandwidth problem and investigate the possibilities of adapting their key search strategies to design effective algorithms for the cyclic bandwidth problem.
APPENDIX DETAILED COMPARISON OF THE ITPS AND TScb ALGORITHMS
In this appendix we show detailed results of the proposed ITPS algorithm with respect to the reference TScb method [15] on the two groups of 113 benchmark instances. The results for the group of 85 standard graphs with known optima are presented in Table 9 , whereas the results for the group of 28 graphs from real-world applications with unknown optima are listed in Table 10 . Columns 1-3 in these tables indicate the graph name, its order (|V |) and size (|E|). The known optimal values (Cb * ) or the theoretical lower (L B ) and upper (U B ) bounds are then listed. The remaining columns show the best (Cb best ), average (Avg. Cb) and standard deviation (Dev.) of the cyclic bandwidth cost reached by each of the compared methods over 50 independent executions, the average computation time in seconds needed to reach their best solution (Avg. T best ), and the difference (D) between its best result (Cb best ) and the corresponding best-known bound (either Cb * or L B ). A statistical significance analysis was performed for these experiments by using the procedure detailed in Section III-A and the resulting p-values are presented. If a statistically significant difference exists between the results of ITPS and TScb, the corresponding cells in the last column (SS) are marked either + or − depending on whether such a difference is in favor of ITPS or not. Cells marked with the symbol indicate that no significant difference exists between the analyzed algorithms.
